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Power Over & Power Under – July 15, 2018 
 
The broad scope for my messages for the time being is [slide] “Kingdom of God 

matters in the here and now.” My hope is to hold some of our current events and 
cultural struggles up to the Good News [Gospel] of the Kingdom of God and see how 
they compare. While there are vastly divergent and seemingly unresolvable views on 
just about everything these days there is ONLY ONE Kingdom of God and it is 
critical –if it’s our decision to follow Jesus- that our lives [and our views] line up with the Good 
News of the Kingdom of God. Heaven forbid that any of us should ever find ourselves on the 

opposite side of God’s intentions and purposes for the world.  

 
So let’s begin this morning in the Gospel of John. Jesus has been arrested and the 
secret meeting of the Jewish Congress concluded Jesus was guilty enough to be 
taken to get a judgment from the Roman Governor, Pontius Pilate, hoping for a death 
sentence for the vexing Galilean Rabbi. 
Pilate’s first words to Jesus [slide]: “Are you the King of the Jews?” [Jn 18:33] 

 
Jesus, not answering the question says: “Where’d you hear that I was?” And Pilate, also 
not answering Jesus’ question says: “You’ve ticked off the Jewish High and Mighty. What’d you 

do?”  
 
Now Jesus answers P’s first question [slide]: Jn18:36 …“ My kingdom  is not of this world. If My 

kingdom were of this world, then My servants would be fighting so that I would not be handed over to the Jews; 

but as it is, My kingdom is not of this realm.” Pilate says: “So you are a King?”  And Jesus says: 
“You’re not wrong.”  
 
This morning I want to compare  [slide]  the Kingdom of God, of which Jesus is Lord 

and King, to the Kingdoms of this world – all forms of government created and supported by 

fallen humanity. This is a “here and now” issue because there is a tendency within 
significant portions of Evangelical Christianity to want to blend our kingdom of the 
world version with the Kingdom of God as established by the life, death, resurrection 
and ascension of Jesus the Son of God - sometimes going so far as to equate them.  
But they are, in fact, absolute opposites: [slide]   
 
Let’s look back at Jesus’ statement on the topic. [slide]   Notice that the comparison 

Jesus makes between his Kingdom and a kingdom of this world is that “This world” 
kingdoms use power [force, usually in the form of violence- fighting] to establish and maintain 
themselves. “My Kingdom is not of this realm” means the Kingdom of God doesn’t operate 
like that. It doesn’t establish or maintain itself by force or threats of force.    
 
The phrase “ My kingdom  is not of this world….” does not mean my Kingdom [slide] is up in 

Heaven where saintly spirits float about fluffing clouds and playing harps. Jesus is 
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saying every Kingdom known to humanity operates by force, by power over others, 
typically by threat of violence or loss of freedom. Jesus says: The Kingdom over which I 

rule IS NOT LIKE THAT AT ALL.   
 
Borrowing language from Pastor Gregory Boyd: [slide] The Kingdom of God is “not of 

this world” because it is a “power under Kingdom.” [I’ll explain that in a bit.] Every other 
human form of government from the beginning of time to the present is a “power 
over Kingdom” – that is, it exercises power over people to press compliance with laws 
and ordinances of the Kingdom. Whether a primitive tribe in New Guinea or the 
Parliament in Canada, Whether the PT City council making parking or leash laws or 
the US Congress declaring war. All human governments are “power over kingdoms” 
 
[slide] All “power over Kingdoms” exert power over their subjects by something we’ll 

call “the power of the sword.” Not a literal sword -though it could be- but the [slide]  
basic ability to “…coerce behavior by threats and to make good on those threats when necessary: 

if a law is broken, you will be punished” [Boyd, Myth of a Christian Nation p18].  
All Kingdoms of this world [power over kingdoms] try to influence/control their peoples’ 
behavior by this “power of the sword.” But it’s only an external control. It has no power to 

change the heart or mind.  
 
Now the exercise of “the power of the sword” by the “power over” kingdoms of this 
world is not necessarily bad.  
 
The need for the exercise of the power of the sword is a byproduct of the Fall of 
humanity in Gen.3. It is part of the curse that comes with sin and death entering our 
world. If humans had not chosen sin and selfishness over God, if the world  and our 
hearts were not “fallen,” the “power of the sword” wouldn’t be needed. But, as God 
does so often, He took a byproduct of Evil and transformed it into a general blessing 
for all humans righteous or not.  This comes out very clearly in Rom 13:  
[slide]   
1 Let every person be subject to the governing authorities; for there is no authority except from God, and those 

authorities that exist have been instituted by God. … 

3 For rulers are not a terror to good conduct, but to bad. Do you wish to have no fear of the authority? Then do 

what is good, and you will receive its approval;  4 for it is God's servant for your good. But if you do what is 

wrong, you should be afraid, for the authority does not bear the sword in vain! It is the servant of God to 

execute wrath on the wrongdoer. [NRSV] 

 

Before I go on, a little sidebar rant about Romans 13:1-7…  
1. This is a scripture that’s been misused throughout history as a club to beat believers 
into submission to whatever Kingdom of this world in power at the time. It was used by 
Loyalists to argue against the Declaration of Independence. It was used to perpetuate 
Slavery in America.  Recently it was used to bolster certain immigration policies.  
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And just last year mega-church pastor Robert Jeffress argued that Rom 13 says God 
gives the president power to freely take whatever actions he wants to stop “evildoers” –
including nuclear war with other countries. [He couldn’t be more wrong because…] 

2. It’s a general statement about civil governments in general and it assumes a well-
behaved State.  
3. It is NOT a complete treatise on the relationship of Christians to government and it is 
not a blank check written to the Kingdoms of this world. NT Wright suggests that the 
message that “Jesus is Lord so Caesar is not” [which is clearly expressed in Rom1] requires 
a warning like this to prevent hotheads from embracing some sort of Christian anarchy. 
That’s the point of this text.  
[Let’s do a test here: from the OT or NT give me examples of God’s people breaking civil law.] 

My point is that Rom 13: 1-7 should be kept in its context and approached in fear and 
trembling.  Okay, Rant over.  
 
And now back to our previously scheduled message already in progress:  [slide]  Rom 

13:4 says the government “does not bear the sword in vain.” God puts this 
byproduct of the Fall to work for “the good”- to keep sinful people from wreaking more havoc 

than they already do. So God uses worldly governments -power over kingdoms [ in their fallen 

nature]- to keep some level of order in our Fallen World. 
 
This does not mean God creates governments, nor that governments always use their 
God-given authority as God intends [slavery in America, Nazi Germany, So.African apartheid, 

the Japanese internment].  

Look at [slide]  Rom 13:1 1 Let every person be subject to the governing authorities; for there is no 

authority except from God, and those authorities that exist have been instituted by God. … The Greek 
word translated “instituted” is “tetagmenai” from the Greek root “tasso.” The most 
basic meaning is “to put in order,” to “arrange,” “to assign a place,” in a military sense 
“to post” a guard. So Paul’s statement is that God has “ordered” civil governments.  
 
Author John Howard Yoder puts it this way: “God is not said to create or …ordain the powers 

that be, but only to order them, to put them in order, soverignly to tell them where they belong, what is 
their place. …“The sergeant does not produce the soldiers he drills; the librarian does not create or 
approve of the book he or she catalogs and shelves.” Likewise God does not take the responsibility 

for the existence of the rebellious “powers that be” or for their shape or identity… [slide]  What the 

text says is that God orders them, brings them into line, providentially and permissively lines 
them up with divine purpose.” 

 
That makes sense to me. I am uncomfortable with translations like NIVs: …The authorities 

that exist have been established by God. Did God establish the 3rd Reich? Or NJB’s appointed. Did God 

appoint Ahab & Jezebel? Herod? Even RSV’s instituted feels, to me, overstated and, as 
already mentioned, easy to abuse. 
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God orders governments, sets their boundaries in the ages and lines them up to 
achieve his purposes, but this does not mean God establishes them or approves of 
what they do.  
 
This is an especially important point as we include another factor of Power Over 
Kingdoms. There is another force, hostile to God, working to influence worldly 
kingdoms to do evil. And until Jesus returns that force has incredible authority over 
every Kingdom of the World you can name.   
 
After his baptism Jesus heads into the wilderness for forty days where Satan tempts 
Jesus to give up his calling. [slide]  Luke 4:5    And he led Him up and showed Him all the kingdoms 

of   the world in a moment of time.  6 And the devil said to Him, “I will give You all this domain and  its glory;  

for it has been handed over to me, and I give it to whomever I wish.  7 “Therefore if You  worship before me, it 

shall all be Yours.”  8 Jesus answered him, “It is written, ‘ YOU SHALL WORSHIP THE LORD YOUR GOD 

AND SERVE HIM ONLY.’” 

 
In John’s gospel Jesus says Satan’s native language is lies and names him “the Father of Lies.” 
But I’m sure you notice that after Satan showed Jesus all the kingdoms of  the world in a 

moment of time.  [All means all]. He says: if you’ll just worship ME: “I will give You all this domain 

and its glory; for it has been handed over to me, and I give it to whomever I wish. Jesus countered with 
scripture, of course. But the perfect Son of God does not correct the Fallen Angel.  
In this case the truth the Enemy tells is more staggering than any lie. 
 
This idea runs throughout the NT in various ways. 1John 5:19 …the whole world lies in the 

power of the evil one.  Rev 18:23 …all the nations were deceived by your sorcery. 
In John Jesus regularly calls Satan: “the ruler of this world” [12:31]  Paul calls Satan “the 
god of this age,” and “the prince of the power of the air” [2Cor4:4, Eph]. 
 
[slide]  So while God extends authority to the Kingdoms of this world to preserve law 

and order, Satan is, according to scripture, the acting CEO of all earthly governments.  
I cannot begin to explain the interplay between Satan’s authority over Kingdoms of the 
world [however temporary] and God’s oversight but as one author says: “…  recognizing that 

there is, at the very least, a strong demonic presence polluting all versions of the kingdom of the 
world has to significantly affect how followers of Jesus view earthly governments” [Gregory Boyd]. 

 
The important upshot of this is that while citizens of the Kingdom of God may be 
thankful when our earthly government wields “the sword” in ways that are just, we still 
need to keep a healthy suspicion toward every power over, sword-wielding 
government- including our own.  
 
Of course our hope, as followers of Jesus, and the hope of this world, comes from a 
Kingdom that is NOT a “power over” kingdom and not a kingdom of this world.  
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It is a kingdom, established by Jesus Christ, that operates with a completely different 
understanding of power. [slide]   Of course I’m talking about the Kingdom of God- 

which, as I said, is a “power under” Kingdom. This is prominent throughout the NT 
but it comes up quite clearly in Luke 22. 
 
Jesus disciples are having a typical “power over” kind of argument about: which one 
of them will be the greatest in Jesus’ coming Kingdom. Jesus tries to get them to see 
how his Kingdom is different from every other Kingdom of the world: [slide]  25 And He 

said to them, “The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who have authority over them are called 

‘Benefactors.’ 26 “But it is not this way with you, but the one who is the greatest among you must become like  

the youngest, and the leader like the servant. 27 “For  who is greater, the one who reclines at the table or the 

one who serves? Is it not the one who reclines at the table? But  I am among you as the one who serves. 
 

They were having a typical kingdom-of-the-world argument about who had the most 
power over the others. And Jesus, referencing the “kings of the Gentiles” marks this it 
as utterly pagan. You’re thinking like the world thinks.  
Of course, by Kingdom of the World logic it’s natural that the adult is more important 
than the kid, the leader than the follower, the one being served than the server.  
But Jesus rejects it and reverses it. With you, my disciples, the core of My Kingdom, it 
is not to be so. You must become like children, like servants because that’s what I am.  
 
Jesus who is King of kings and Lord of lords and the Son of God came to earth not to be 

served but to serve [Matt 20:28]. [slide]  Greatness in Jesus’ Kingdom [God’s Kingdom] 

would be marked by sacrifice for and service to others at personal cost.  
 
Rather than a “power over” kingdom, like every other kingdom on earth, the Kingdom 
of God is a “power under” kingdom. Remember Jesus talking to Pilate. He said his 
kingdom was not “of this world” because his servants would not be fighting to set him 
free. They would not engage in “power over” tactics wielding the sword to 
protect Jesus from capture.  
 
In fact, when Peter tries to use “power over,” kingdom of the world tactics by swinging 
his sword around trying to protect Jesus, and cuts the ear of the High Priest’s servant. 
Jesus rebukes Peter: Put the sword away. And he heals the servant –who was there 
to arrest Him- in an example of his “power under” kingdom. He even tells Peter: If I 
asked, the Father would send legions of angels to protect me –a power over tactic- but 
the power of the sword, even wielded by righteous mighty angels, can’t transform a 
persons heart. And so Jesus let’s himself be taken [in service, to be sacrificed at the highest 

personal cost] because His Kingdom is a power under kingdom. 
The nature of this Kingdom is all over the NT.   
[slide]   
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Our King calls all of us to become like little children- for theirs is the Kingdom [Matt 
19:14] and we cannot enter the Kingdom [Matt 18:3] if we will not. He said: 18:4 “Whoever 

then humbles himself as this child, he is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. 

Our King washes feet because His Kingdom is a “power under” kingdom. The one 
possessing all power in Heaven and earth assumes the position of the lowest 
household servant washing the feet- even of the one who will betray him. He said: John 13:14 

“If I then, the Lord and the Teacher, washed your feet, you also ought to wash one another’s feet. 
Our King was God in the flesh, but instead of grabbing after greatness he humbled 
himself to the point of death on a cross [Phil 2:8]. Paul says: Phil. 2:5 You must have the same 

attitude that Christ Jesus had. 

And Our King calls us to [slide]   
Phil 2:3 … in humility consider others better than yourselves      Gal. 6:2 Carry each other’s burdens, 

Rom 12:10 …take delight in honoring each other. 

We’re to feed the hungry & thirsty, clothe the naked, shelter the homeless, care for the 
sick and imprisoned [Matt 25]  
In His Kingdom the last shall be first and the first last, the exalted humbled and the humble exalted. In 
His kingdom the blessed are those who are “poor in spirit”, “meek,” “mourning,” and 
“persecuted.” 
In His not-of-this-world-kingdom we turn the other cheek, if they sue we let them have 
our shirt along with our coat, and if the law requires us to carry the pagan’s pack one 
mile we go an extra mile too.   
 
And every one of those things is a small reflection of what Jesus did for the world on 
the cross. [slide]  Jesus placed himself UNDER all of us, in sacrificial service to us, at 

great cost to himself and in so doing he established the Kingdom of God as a “power 
under” Kingdom.  
 
The Kingdom of God- of which most of you are citizens- does not advance by sword or 
votes, or deals, or threats, or insider knowledge, or wealth, or bullying, or political 
Maneuverings. [slide]    
“The Kingdom of God advances by people lovingly placing themselves under 
others, in service to others, at cost to themselves” [Gregory Boyd].  
That’s the Kingdom of God. And our citizenship in THIS, power-under, not-of-this-
world, upside-down kingdom should be the defining lens through which we examine 
and judge every kingdom of the world- including our own.  
 
We should all think about that.  
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John 18:33   Therefore Pilate  entered again into the Praetorium, and summoned Jesus and said to 
Him, “ Are You the King of the Jews?”  34 Jesus answered, “Are you saying this  on your own 
initiative, or did others tell you about Me?” 35 Pilate answered, “I am not a Jew, am I? Your own 
nation and the chief priests delivered You to me; what have You done?”  36 Jesus answered, “ My 
kingdom  is not of this world. If My kingdom were of this world, then My servants would be fighting so 
that I would not be handed over to the Jews; but as it is, My kingdom is not  of this realm.” 37 
Therefore Pilate said to Him, “So You are a king?” Jesus answered, “ You say correctly that I am a 
king. For this I have been born, and for this I have come into the world,  to testify to the truth.  
Everyone who is of the truth hears My voice.” 38 Pilate  said to Him, “What is truth?”   And when he 
had said this, he  went out again to the Jews and  said to them, “ I find no guilt in Him. 
 
---------- 
Rom. 12:14    Bless those who persecute  you; bless and do not curse.  15  Rejoice with those who 
rejoice, and weep with those who weep.  16  Be of the same mind toward one another;  do not be 
haughty in mind, but  associate with the lowly.  Do not be wise in your own estimation.  17  Never pay 
back evil for evil to anyone.   Respect what is right in the sight of all men.  18 If possible,  so far as it 
depends on you,  be at peace with all men.  19  Never take your own revenge, beloved, but  leave 
room for the wrath of God, for it is written, “ VENGEANCE IS MINE, I WILL REPAY,” says the Lord.  
20 “ BUT IF YOUR ENEMY IS HUNGRY, FEED HIM, AND IF HE IS THIRSTY, GIVE HIM A DRINK; 
FOR IN SO DOING YOU WILL HEAP BURNING COALS ON HIS HEAD.”  21 Do not be overcome by 
evil, but overcome evil with good.  
 
Rom. 13:1   Every   person is to be in  subjection to the governing authorities. For  there is no 
authority except  from God, and those which exist are established by God.  2 Therefore  whoever 
resists authority has opposed the ordinance of God; and they who have opposed will receive 
condemnation upon themselves.  3 For  rulers are not a cause of fear for  good behavior, but for evil. 
Do you want to have no fear of authority? Do what is good and you will have praise from the same;  4 
for it is a minister of God to you for good. But if you do what is evil, be afraid; for it does not bear the 
sword for nothing; for it is a minister of God, an  avenger who brings wrath on the one who practices 
evil.  5 Therefore it is necessary to be in subjection, not only because of wrath, but also  for 
conscience’ sake.  6 For because of this you also pay taxes, for rulers are servants of God, devoting 
themselves to this very thing.  7  Render to all what is due them:  tax to whom tax is due;  custom to 
whom custom; fear to whom fear; honor to whom honor.  
 
Rom. 13:8   Owe nothing to anyone except to love one another; for  he who loves  his neighbor has 
fulfilled the law. 
 
--------- 
Luke 22:24   And there arose also  a dispute among them as to which one of them was regarded to 
be greatest.  25  And He said to them, “The kings of the Gentiles lord it over them; and those who 
have authority over them are called ‘Benefactors.’ 26 “But it is not this way with you,  but the one who 
is the greatest among you must become like  the youngest, and the leader like the servant. 27 “For  
who is greater, the one who reclines at the table or the one who serves? Is it not the one who reclines 
at the table? But  I am among you as the one who serves. 
 
Luke 22:28   “You are those who have stood by Me in My  trials; 29 and just as My Father has 
granted Me a  kingdom, I grant you 30 that you may  eat and drink at My table in My  kingdom, and  
you will sit on thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel. 
 


